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another option is getting additional payment options
from cargo. cargo is one of the biggest ways to increase
your earnings. i recommend starting with cargo packs.

these are groups of cargo that can earn more than
10km extra for a given cargo. you can unlock ten cargo
packs for free, but after that you have to unlock all the
rest by earning money. there are many different kinds
of cargo: cement ore clothing wheat car stone lumber

gas aluminum brass the ordinal scale (often referred to
as the "box size") is the maximum payout you get per

distance traveled. as you can see, when the box is
completely full and the distance is up to the capacity of
the box, it is more profitable to do small, quick delivery
missions. also, the distance you can deliver becomes
smaller when the box is full. so, the more successful

you are in completing delivery missions, the more you
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earn per trip. i personally prefer to buy extra coffee, a
little gas or steel before i start doing cargo. however,
this depends on the type of cargo you are doing. for

example, if you are doing a big shipment of cloth, you
might like to buy 10 coal packs or 10 mud packs

instead of 5 copper or silver. below is a list of the most
important trainers. you can get the trainers by: 1.

sacrificing one of your drivers 2. pre-buying a garage
space in many cities 3. earning thousands of coins in
order to unlock trainers, caches, or achievements (in

progress). the regional office for game-labs told us they
had received some questions regarding the way in
which the head-tracking was handled in this new

update and we decided we'd like to clear things up and
answer some of the queries.

Euro Truck Simulator 2 \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ With The
Load On Europe 3

the head tracking feature is now live in the latest
version of euro truck simulator 2. this update is based

on steam v2.9, and makes use of the robust
steamworks system for in-game progress and

payments. the mod refund feature is also included, and
means that you can safely remove mods without losing
access to any progress. the loading screen graphics in

euro truck simulator 2 have been updated. the new
update gives you a much better view of the scenery,
particularly in the truck cam and secondary views, as

well as making your trucks look much better when you
are on the road. steering wheels, specialized

controllers, and mods for pc have come a long way over
the years. theyve become so elaborate that their
premium ranges have more knobs, buttons, and

switches than a studio-grade audio mixer. but, that
doesnt mean that they make handling your truck
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necessarily easier. any situation that requires you to
adjust your view with precision can feel awkward and
clunky. get behind the wheel of a heavy goods vehicle
and deliver cargo to 60 european cities in what's just
been crowned pc gamer's sim game of the year 2012.
test your endurance and hgv driver skill sets as you

navigate your way through landscapes includign the uk,
belgium, italy, and the netherlands and poland. do you

have what it takes to enter the world of the long
distance hgv driver and deliver your cargo on time,
every time as some of our eagled eye players might
have noticed from some our previous blogposts and

social media video clips, some of our in-game
companies logos featured in the base of game of euro
truck simulator 2, have received a rework!these new

modern logos, still stay true with their colour schemes
but bring a modern and fresh take on these old-school

companies. keeping modern and up-to date is
important for companies, even our virtual ones!we hope
you enjoy spotting these new logos on company trailers
and industries across euro truck simulator 2 in the 1.44

update! 5ec8ef588b
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